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Abstract—Over the past few years, peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have rapidly grown in popularity and have become a dominant means for sharing resources. In these systems, load balancing is a key challenge because nodes are often heterogeneous. While several load-balancing schemes have been proposed in the literature, these solutions are typically ad hoc, heuristic based, and localized. In this paper, we present a general framework, HiGLOB, for global load balancing in structured P2P systems. Each node in HiGLOB has two key components: 1) a histogram manager maintains a histogram that reflects a global view of the distribution of the load in the system, and 2) a load-balancing manager that redistributes the load whenever the node becomes overloaded or underloaded. We exploit the routing metadata to partition the P2P network into nonoverlapping regions corresponding to the histogram buckets. We propose mechanisms to keep the cost of constructing and maintaining the histograms low. We further show that our scheme can control and bound the amount of load imbalance across the system. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of HiGLOB by instantiating it over three existing structured P2P systems: Skip Graph, BATON, and Chord. Our experimental results indicate that our approach works well in practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

PEER-TO-PEER (P2P) systems have emerged as an appealing solution for sharing and locating resources over the Internet. Several P2P systems have been successfully deployed for a wide range of applications, such as Gnutella [2], BitTorrent [3], Overnet [4] (file-sharing systems), SETI@home [5] (computing sharing system), Groove [6] (collaborative system), and Skype [7] (Internet telephony system). In fact, a recent study showed that P2P systems dominate up to 70 percent of Internet traffic [8]. Thus, it is critical to design a P2P system that is scalable and efficient.

To build an efficient P2P system, researchers have turned to structured architectures (e.g., Chord [9], CAN [10], Tapestry [11], Pastry [12], P-Grid [13], PIER [14], and BATON [15]), which offer a bound on search performance as well as completeness of answers. However, one key challenge that has not been adequately addressed in the literature is that of load balancing. In a large-scale P2P system, nodes often have different resource capabilities (storage, CPU, and bandwidth) [16]. Hence, it is desirable that each node has a load proportional to its resource capability. Furthermore, even if the system is homogeneous (where all nodes have the same resource capability), it is difficult to ensure that the load is uniformly distributed across the system because of the dynamism in P2P systems.

As a result, it is important to design mechanisms that can balance the system load.

The basic approach to load balancing is to find a pair of nodes—one that is heavily loaded and the other lightly loaded—and redistribute the load across these two nodes. However, it is far from trivial to (globally) balance the load in a P2P system. There are two main issues in P2P’s load balancing: 1) how to determine if a node is overloaded or underloaded, and 2) if so, how to find a suitable partner node with which to redistribute the load. A popular solution [17], [18], [19] is to let each node in the system query for the load of an arbitrary number of other nodes periodically. If the number of queried nodes is large enough, the node can approximate the average load of the system, and hence, it can determine if it is overloaded or underloaded. If the node is overloaded (or underloaded), it redistributes its load with the queried node having the lightest (or heaviest) load since that node should be a lightly (or heavily) loaded node. The main problem with this method is that it can only guarantee the global load balance of the system with some probability. On the other hand, [20] suggests a use of a separate DHT such as Skip Graph to maintain the nodes’ load distribution. Nevertheless, this solution still has a problem: it incurs a substantial cost for maintaining complete information about the load at every node in the system.

In this paper, we propose a new framework, called Histogram-based Global LOad Balancing (HiGLOB) to facilitate global load balancing in structured P2P systems. Each node P in HiGLOB has two key components. The first component is a histogram manager that maintains a histogram that reflects a global view of the distribution of the load in the system. The histogram stores statistical information that characterizes the average load of nonoverlapping groups of nodes in the P2P network. These nodes are connected to P through its neighbor nodes. The histogram information can be used for two purposes. On
one hand, it is used to determine if a node is normally loaded, overloaded, or underloaded. On the other hand, it is used to facilitate the discovery of a lightly loaded node or a heavily loaded node for the load-balancing process when it is needed. The second component of the system is a load-balancing manager that takes actions to redistribute the load whenever a node becomes overloaded or underloaded. The load-balancing manager may redistribute the load both statically when a new node joins the system and dynamically when an existing node in the system becomes overloaded or underloaded.

We exploit the routing metadata to partition the P2P network into nonoverlapping regions corresponding to the histogram buckets. We propose mechanisms to keep the cost of constructing and maintaining the histograms low. We further show that our scheme can control and bound the amount of load imbalance across the system. Finally, we demonstrate how HiGLOB can balance the load in three existing structured P2P systems—Skip Graph [21], BATON [15], and Chord [9]. To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:

- It proposes a general framework that uses histograms to maintain a global view of the load distribution on structured P2P systems. These histograms enable efficient load-balancing algorithms that can effectively control the amount of load imbalance across the system to globally balance the load.
- We suggest two techniques that effectively reduce the cost of constructing and maintaining the histograms.
- We show how to apply the general framework to three well-known structured P2P systems: Skip Graph [21], BATON [15], and Chord [9].
- We present experimental results that characterize the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review some related work. Section 3 presents the proposed HiGLOB framework for load balancing in structured P2P networks. In Section 4, we demonstrate how to apply HiGLOB to several existing P2P systems. Finally, we present results from an experimental study in Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Load balancing across multiple nodes has been widely studied in the context of distributed systems. Techniques that are based on static and/or dynamic methods have been developed [17]. In static methods, load balancing is triggered when either a new node joins the system or an existing node leaves the system. When a new node joins the system, it attempts to find a heavily loaded node and take over some of the load from that node. On the other hand, when a node leaves the system, it searches for a lightly loaded node to pass its current load to that node. In a different approach, dynamic methods operate when nodes that have already joined the system become overloaded or underloaded. The overloaded (underloaded) node looks for a lightly (heavily) loaded node to balance the load between them. Most P2P systems apply either one or both of these methods for load balancing. The systems differ, however, in how they find lightly or heavily loaded nodes and in how the load is redistributed.

A general technique to find a lightly (heavily) loaded node is to randomly contact a number of nodes among which the node with the heaviest (lightest) load is considered a heavily (lightly) loaded node [18], [19], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. Since this technique is based on a randomized approach, it can only provide global load balancing with some probability. Moreover, its effectiveness depends on the number of contact nodes—while a small number of contact nodes may not lead to satisfactory load balancing, contacting a large number of nodes incurs a high overhead since it takes $O(\log N)$ effort to contact a node. To keep the overhead low, Adler et al. [28] suggests that only one node is randomly contacted; other contacting nodes are just neighbor nodes of the randomly contacted node. Similarly, in BATON [15], only neighbor nodes in the routing tables are examined.

On the other hand, in [29], each node in the system repeatedly checks its neighbor nodes in the maintenance process to detect load imbalance across the system. Even though this method is able to achieve load balance of nodes when the system is in steady state, there is no guarantee of load balance when the system is in dynamic state. It is because load balancing is only done locally between neighbor nodes. In [20], a separate Skip Graph is used to maintain the distribution of the load across the nodes in the system. Even though this technique can control the balance of load among the nodes, it is expensive to maintain the Skip Graph structure when nodes join or leave, or when data is inserted or deleted.

A closely related work to our system is that in [30], which also employs histograms to keep the load distribution of the system. However, the way the system constructs and maintains histograms is totally different from our method. In this method, a node maintains its histogram by periodically sampling neighbor nodes in its vicinity to get local load distribution and exchanging this local load information with randomly selected far-away nodes to construct histogram. The process of selecting a far-away node is based on a random walk algorithm in which the node first sends a request with $\log N$ hop Time-To-Live to a random neighbor node. After that, at each node along the walking path, a random neighbor node of that node is selected to forward the request. Finally, the node at the end of the walking path returns its local load information to the requester node. However, because of the randomness in selecting far-away nodes, this method also suffers from the same problems of methods that employ the randomized paradigm: it is costly to maintain histograms, and the global load balance can only be provided with some probability.

To balance the load between a lightly loaded node and a heavily loaded node, a lightly loaded node [18], [19], [23], [26], [27], [31], use the concept of virtual nodes. In these systems, each peer may keep several virtual nodes. As a result, the overloaded node simply needs to transfer some of its virtual nodes to the lightly loaded node to achieve load balancing. In case the overloaded node cannot find any virtual node to pass to the lightly loaded node because virtual nodes are large, the node can split a large virtual node into smaller ones and pass some of them to the lightly loaded node. Rao et al. [18] further proposes that the load balancing process can also operate between a group of
several heavily loaded nodes and lightly loaded nodes at the same time. A drawback of this technique is that it takes more storage to keep additional virtual nodes, consumes more bandwidth for node maintenance, and increases query latency due to having more nodes in the system. To overcome these limitations, instead of using virtual nodes, the selected lightly loaded node can leave its current position and rejoin next to the heavily loaded node to balance the load [15], [20], [32].

Load balancing can also be handled using a preventive mechanism that avoids load imbalance [9], [33]. In [9], each peer node keeps exactly the same \( \log N \) virtual nodes. As a result, with high probability, the system is load balanced. However, as discussed before, the cost of keeping additional virtual nodes at a peer is expensive. On the other hand, Byers et al. [33] proposes that for each piece of inserted data, multiple hash functions are used to find multiple nodes, and the most lightly loaded node is selected to store the data. When a data item is deleted or searched, multiple hash functions are also used to find the node storing the data. Nevertheless, this simple approach is not efficient since it incurs an expensive cost for data insertion, data deletion, and data search.

Before leaving this section, we note that there is also a class of techniques that manage overload, e.g., caching or replicating popular items/operations across several nodes [34], [35], [36], [37], [38]. We do not discuss these techniques since they are orthogonal and complementary to the load-balancing approaches presented in this paper.

## 3 The HiGLOB Framework

In this section, we present the HiGLOB framework. We focus on the histogram and load-balancing managers.

### 3.1 The Histogram Manager

The objective of the histogram manager is to maintain statistics about the load distribution across the entire P2P network. These statistics allow a node to know its own load status (in comparison with other nodes in the system) and to identify its counterpart if global load balancing is triggered.

#### 3.1.1 Histogram Structure

In our framework, each peer node \( P \) stores an approximate histogram, keeping the load distribution of the system. The histogram contains several buckets, each of which keeps statistical information about the load of a group of nodes that is connected to \( P \) through a neighbor node. The statistical information includes the current workload of CPU, storage, and bandwidth of nodes in the group. Additionally, to balance the load of heterogeneous nodes, the statistical information also contains a summary of the available resources of the group (also in terms of CPU, storage, and bandwidth). The load of a node or group is calculated as the ratio between the current workload and the capability of the node or group.\(^1\) As a result, from the histogram information, the system can balance the load of nodes according to any one of a variety of node capabilities—storage, CPU, or bandwidth. Since histogram buckets have to be disjoint, different groups belonging to different buckets have to be nonoverlapping with each other. We define a histogram as follows:

**Definition 1.** A histogram of a node is constructed by partitioning the network into nonoverlapping groups, each of which is connected to the node by a neighbor node. Each bucket in the histogram keeps statistical information of a group of nodes.

Fig. 1 illustrates a histogram structure. In this figure, node \( A \) has six neighbor nodes, and hence, its histogram contains six buckets corresponding to six nonoverlapping groups connected by six neighbor nodes.

To build this histogram structure, we need to be able to partition the P2P network into several disjoint groups. However, this is difficult since there may be multiple paths between two nodes. In other words, a node may be connected to the histogram owner node through different neighbor nodes, and hence, it can belong to different groups (violating the nonoverlapping constraint). Our solution is based on the key observation that the routing/searching algorithm in structured P2P systems implicitly partitions the search space (and hence, the network) into nonoverlapping regions. When a node processes a query, it always forwards the query to the farthest neighbor node in the routing table that does not overshoot the searched key. In this way, after each search step, the search region is reduced to a group of nodes falling between the neighbor node receiving the query and the next neighbor node following that node in the routing table. In other words, neighbor nodes in the routing table virtually separate the whole network into search regions, and each node in the network belongs to exactly one of these search regions. As a result, we propose that nonoverlapping groups are formed in the same way: for each group of nodes connected by a neighbor node in the histogram, it contains all nodes in the search region limited to that neighbor node. We note that how search regions are formed depends on specific systems. We will defer this discussion to the next section. With the histogram structure, we derive an important theorem.

**Theorem 1.** If the maximum imbalance ratio between the load of a node and the average load of a group of nodes in its histogram is \( k \), the maximum load imbalance ratio of the system, which is the load ratio between the heaviest loaded node and the lightest loaded node, is \( k^2 \).

---

1. If nodes are homogeneous, the load of a node or group is simply the current workload of that node or group.
Proof. Let $N$ be the number of nodes in the system, $x$ and $y$ be respectively the heaviest loaded node and the lightest loaded node of the system, $w_x$ and $w_y$ be their loads, and $A$ be the average load of the whole system.

Since there are no groups in the histogram of $x$, whose average load is less than $\frac{w_x}{k}$, the total load of the whole system cannot be less than 

$$\left( N - 1 \right) \cdot \frac{w_x}{k} + w_x.$$ 

In other words 

$$N \cdot A \geq \left( N - 1 \right) \cdot \frac{w_x}{k} + w_x \Rightarrow w_x \leq \frac{N \cdot A \cdot k}{N - 1 + k}.$$ (1)

Similarly, since there are no groups in the histogram of $y$, whose average load is greater than $w_y \cdot k$, the total load of the whole system cannot be greater than 

$$\left( N - 1 \right) \cdot w_y \cdot k + w_y.$$ 

In other words 

$$N \cdot A \leq \left( N - 1 \right) \cdot w_y \cdot k + w_y \Rightarrow w_y \geq \frac{N \cdot A}{(N - 1) \cdot k + 1}.$$ (2)

Combining (1) and (2) yields 

$$\frac{w_x}{w_y} \leq \frac{N \cdot A \cdot k \cdot \left( N - 1 \right) \cdot k + 1}{N - 1 + k} \cdot \frac{N \cdot A}{k^2 \cdot \left( N - 1 + k \right) - (k^3 - k)} < k^2, \forall k > 1.$$ 

$\square$

3.1.2 Histogram Construction and Maintenance

The load distribution histogram of a node is first constructed when the node joins the system. Later, histogram values can be updated when the load distribution of the system changes. To construct a histogram, a node needs information from all neighbor nodes connected to it. To update a histogram or a bucket value, a node only needs updated information from the neighbor node connected to the corresponding group of that bucket. Specifically, when a new node joins the system, all of its neighbor nodes must send it their histogram or the part of their histogram that contains necessary information for constructing a new histogram to it. For histogram maintenance, when there is any change in the load of a node, the node informs its neighbor nodes about the change. When a node receives an update histogram message from a neighbor node, it updates the average load of the group of nodes connected by that neighbor node. After that the node continues to notify other neighbor nodes but the sender about the change. Details of how to construct and update histograms depend totally on specific systems. We shall discuss this in Section 4.

3.1.3 Improvement Techniques

While histograms are useful, the cost of constructing and maintaining them may be expensive especially in dynamic systems. As a result, we introduce two techniques that reduce the maintenance cost.

- **Reduce the cost of constructing histogram.** Constructing a histogram for a new node may be expensive since it requires histogram information from all neighbor nodes. Additionally, the histograms of the new node’s neighbors also need to be updated since adding a new node to a group of nodes changes the average load of that group. Constructing and maintaining histograms may therefore be expensive if nodes join and leave the system frequently. In light of the fact that every new node in the P2P system must find and notify its neighbor nodes about its existence while these neighbor nodes need to send their information to the new node to setup connections after that, we suggest that histogram information can be piggybacked with messages used in this process. In this way, we can avoid sending separate histogram messages and totally eliminate the effect of node join on the histogram construction of the new node and histogram update of its neighbor nodes. The overhead cost of using histograms is now solely based on histogram update messages caused by changing of load at nodes in the system.

- **Reduce the cost of maintaining histogram.** Maintaining histograms can be expensive since any load change at a node causes an update to be propagated to all other nodes in the system. To avoid this propagation, we suggest that we do not need to keep exact histogram values. We only need to keep approximate values in the histogram. A node only needs to send load information to other nodes when there is a significant change in either its load or the average load of a nonoverlapping group in its histogram.

To manage when a node should calculate and send updated information to other nodes, we define a configurable parameter $\theta (\theta > 1)$ in our framework. A node only needs to send its updated load to its neighbor nodes if the ratio between the new load and the previous load, which was sent before, is greater than $\theta$. When a node receives an update histogram message, it first updates its histogram. If there is any nonoverlapping group in its histogram, whose average load changes by a factor of $\theta$ compared to the previous average load, which caused update before, the node continues to update other neighbor nodes except the sender and other nodes, which may receive updated information from the sender node about the change. The effect of updating is now similar to a wave in that it propagates from the center of the region where a change happens to neighbor regions. It stops when the change reduces its effect (usually after only one or a few times of updating). As a result, only a small part of the system is updated. An example is shown in Fig 2 in which a major change at node $A$ may affect updating histograms at its neighbor nodes $B$, $C$, $D$, $E$, $F$, and $G$ first. After that, the update process may continue at $C_1$ and $C_2$.

Clearly, if $\theta$ is set to a low value, it is still costly for updating histograms as the updating process may be triggered often. On the other hand, if $\theta$ is set with a high value, the load imbalance between nodes may be high because there may be a big difference between the real load value of a nonoverlapping group and its stored value in the histogram. As a result, depending on specific applications, an appropriate value of $\theta$ should be chosen. Since the ratio between values in the histogram and the real values can be as much as $\theta$, the actual maximum imbalance ratio between load of a node and
the average load of a group of nodes in its histogram is $k \cdot \theta$. Following Theorem 1, the maximum load imbalance ratio of the system is $(k \cdot \theta)^2$. It means that if we want to guarantee the maximum load imbalance ratio of the system is always less than an $\epsilon$ value, we can set $(k \cdot \theta)^2 < \epsilon$ or $\theta < \sqrt[2]{\frac{\epsilon}{k}}$.

Additionally, to further reduce the cost of updating histogram, we also use the same technique as in the previous section: histogram information is piggy-backed with network messages. As a result, even though loads of nodes can be changed, update messages happen rarely.

### 3.2 The Load-Balancing Manager

In our framework, load balancing is done both statically when a new node joins the system or an existing node leaves the system and dynamically when an existing node in the system becomes overloaded or underloaded. In static load balancing, a new node needs to find a heavily loaded node to join as an adjacent node while an existing node wishing to leave the system needs to find a lightly loaded node to shed its workload. On the other hand, dynamic load balancing is realized by either local load balancing or network load balancing. In local load balancing, an overloaded or underloaded node performs load balancing with its adjacent nodes; while in network load balancing, an overloaded or underloaded node needs to find a lightly or heavily loaded node to do load balancing. In this case, the overloaded or lightly loaded node needs to leave its current position and joins as an adjacent node of the overloaded or heavily loaded node. In particular, a node only performs network load balancing if it cannot perform local load balancing. The reason why we choose $k = 2$ is because this value leads to the most efficient way to perform load balancing. If $k < 2$, the three above cases cannot be always applied. In this case, the system may need to perform load balancing by ripping data through adjacent nodes, which is not efficient.

The above definitions imply that if the load of a node is either greater than two times or less than half of the average load of any group in its histogram, load balancing can be triggered to bring a better load balance for nodes ($k = 2$). To understand the rationale for this definition, let us assume that the load of a node $x$ is $w_x$. We show that we can always do load balancing to make the system better when there is a group $G$ in the histogram of $x$ whose average load is either less than $\frac{w_x}{2}$ ($x$ is an overloaded node) or greater than $2 \cdot \frac{w_x}{2}$ ($x$ is an underloaded node). Let us consider three possible cases of $G$, where we assume that $x$ is an overloaded node, and $x$ can always shed its load to another node, i.e., $x$ is not overloaded by a single large job (if $x$ is an underloaded node, an opposite process can be executed).

**Case 1.** Group $G$ contains only one node $y$. In this case, $y$ checks the load of its two adjacent nodes. Let $t$ be the total load of $y$ and its adjacent nodes. If $t < 2 \cdot w_x$, $y$ passes its load to its adjacent nodes so that each adjacent node has a load less than $w_x$. After that, $y$ leaves its position and rejoins as an adjacent node of $x$. The system is now better balanced. On the other hand, if $t \geq 2 \cdot w_x$, $y$ steals some load from its adjacent nodes so that both the load of $y$ and its adjacent nodes are greater than $\frac{w_x}{2}$. As a result, $x$ is not overloaded at all. Nevertheless, the system is also better balanced.

**Case 2.** Group $G$ contains an even number of nodes. In this case, we divide all nodes in the group into pairs of adjacent nodes. Since the average load of the group is less than $\frac{w_x}{2}$, there must be a pair of adjacent nodes, whose total load is less than $\frac{w_x}{2}$. A node in this pair can pass its load to the remaining node, leave its position, and rejoin as an adjacent node of $x$ to make the system more balanced.

**Case 3.** Group $G$ contains an odd number of nodes greater than one. In this case, we divide all nodes in the group but one single node into pairs of adjacent nodes. Since the average load of the group is less than $\frac{w_x}{2}$, there must be either a pair of adjacent nodes, whose total load is less than $\frac{w_x}{2}$, or the load of the single node is less than $\frac{w_x}{2}$. The former case performs load balancing as in Case 2, while the later case performs load balancing as in Case 1. As a result, the system is better balanced.

There are two issues in this algorithm: 1) how a node knows that it is overloaded or underloaded, and 2) how a lightly or heavily loaded node can be found in the system. The rest of this section introduces solutions for these issues based on histogram information.

**Definition 3.** A node is overloaded if its load is greater than twice of the average load of any group in its histogram, whereas it is underloaded if its load is smaller than half of the average load of any group in its histogram.
loads of the groups of nodes, which fall in the limited region. If the load of $x$ is the lightest or heaviest, the process stops; $x$ is a lightly or heavily loaded node. Otherwise, $x$ selects the lightest or heaviest group among groups in the limited region and continues to forward the search request to the neighbor node connected to that group.

Note that there are two reasons why the receiver node only needs to search a lightly or heavily loaded node in the limited region. First, it is unnecessary to make a comparison among all groups of nodes in the histogram since in the previous step, the sender node has decided that this limited region has the lightest or heaviest load compared to other places. Second, if we make a comparison among all groups, the search request may loop back to the sender node since histogram values of nodes may be inconsistent due to the fact that it takes sometime to propagate a change in load of nodes through the network when it happens.

**Theorem 2.** The maximum number of steps for finding a lightly or heavily loaded node is bounded by the maximum number of steps needed for searching in the system.

**Proof.** Since we form groups of nodes in the histogram as the way the search process limits its search regions by neighbor links, whenever a request of finding a lightly or heavily loaded node is sent to a neighbor node, it can be considered as a search request whose destination node is inside that region. In other words, when a node $x$ wants to find a lightly or heavily loaded node, which is node $y$, the request is processed in a similar way as in the process of finding a value stored at node $y$ and started at node $x$. In consequence, the maximum number of steps for finding a lightly or heavily loaded node is exactly the same as the maximum number of steps needed for processing a query in the system. □

Since the cost of searching in P2P systems is usually $O(\log N)$, the expected cost of finding a lightly or heavily loaded node is also $O(\log N)$. Once the lightly or heavily loaded node is found, it takes only one step to perform load balancing (the underloaded or lightly loaded node leaves its current position and joins as an adjacent node of the overloaded or heavily loaded node). As a result, the waiting time for performing load balancing is bounded at $O(\log N)$.

The overall load-balancing algorithm, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TKDE.2008.182, can be described as State describes possible states of a node; Transition describes when a node changes its state; Procedure describes in detail procedures used in load balancing process; and Message describes messages a node may receive and how they are processed. P is the current processing node. Note that this description does not include static load balancing, which happens at either the time a new node joins the system or the time an existing node leaves the system. For static load balancing, when a new node joins the system, it uses the procedure FindHeavyNode to find a heavily loaded node and joins next to that node to share a part of that node’s workload. On the other hand, when an existing node leaves the system, it uses the procedure FindLightNode to find a lightly loaded node to shed its workload.

### 3.3 The General Framework

To summarize, our general framework as described in Fig. 3 comprises three components built on top of the basic overlay network. The first component contains overridden methods, which extend the original methods for piggybacked histogram information, as discussed in Section 3.1.3. The other two components are the Histogram Manager, which is in charge of managing histogram information, and the Load Balancing Manager, which has a responsibility for load balancing among nodes in the system. These two components contain abstract methods to be implemented depending on specific systems.

### 4 Load-Balanced P2P Systems

In this section, we demonstrate how three well-known structured P2P Systems, which are very different in the overlay network, can be HiGLOB enabled to support global load balancing. These systems are Skip Graph [21], which employs a Skip List structure, BATON [15], which is based on a tree structure, and Chord [9], which utilizes a ring structure.

#### 4.1 Skip Graph

Skip Graph [21] is based on the Skip List [39] structure, which is a multiple-sorted double-linked list. Unlike Skip List, where there is only one list at each level, a Skip Graph has many lists at a level. Each node in the system participates in a list at each level. The list to which a node belongs is controlled by a randomly assigned membership vector created when the node joins the system. In this way, a Skip Graph can be considered as a set of many skip lists, which share their lower levels. A Skip Graph structure is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Searching in Skip Graph is based on the same principle as searching in Skip List except a minor difference. Instead of sending a search query from a low-level node to a high-level node, in a Skip Graph, when a node issues a query, the search process always starts at the highest level of that node. At each step, if there is a neighbor node at the same level, which keeps a closer value to the search key, the node forwards the query to that neighbor node. Otherwise, the node continues the search process at a lower level. The destination node containing the result is found when the search process reaches the bottom level.
4.1.1 Histogram Structure

From the way a query is processed in Skip Graph, if a node \( x \) sends a query to a neighbor node \( y \) at level \( l \), the search region is determined in one of the following ways depending on the scenarios:

1. In the first scenario, let \( z \) be a neighbor node of \( x \) at the nearest level higher than \( l \) on the same side (or direction) of \( x \) as \( y \). Then, the search region is given by all nodes falling between \( y \) and \( z \).
2. In the second scenario, node \( z \) as described in the first case does not exist. In this case, the search region consists of all nodes following \( y \) on the same side of \( x \). As a result, a nonoverlapping group in a histogram in the Skip Graph can be defined as a group formed by all nodes falling between two consecutive neighbor nodes or all nodes following the farthest neighbor node of a node on the same side of that node.

As an example, consider Fig. 5. Assume that a query is sent from node \( D \) to node \( C \) at level 1, the search region is limited to all nodes between \( C \) and \( A \) since \( A \) is the next neighbor node of \( D \) at a higher level (which is level 2). As a result, the nonoverlapping group connected by node \( C \) in the histogram of node \( D \) includes two nodes \( C \) and \( B \). On the other hand, if a query is sent from \( D \) to \( E \) at level 0, the search region is limited to all nodes following \( E \) on the same side of \( D \) since there is no other neighbor nodes of \( D \) at a higher level on the same side with \( E \). Therefore, the nonoverlapping group connected by node \( E \) in the histogram includes two nodes \( E \) and \( F \).

4.1.2 Histogram Construction

Based on the histogram structure described above, we now design the algorithms for constructing and maintaining histograms in Skip Graph.

As discussed in Section 3.1.2, a new node needs all of its neighbor nodes to send the necessary information to it for constructing the histogram. The question now is what information neighbor nodes should send to the new node? It is impossible for a neighbor node to send the load of every node in the nonoverlapping group connected by it because there is no way to get such information from a histogram. The neighbor node cannot send the average load of the nonoverlapping group either because it does not know which node is the next neighbor node of the new node at a higher level. Instead, a neighbor node \( x \) needs to send to the new node the summary of load and capacity of all nodes following \( x \) on the opposite side with the new node together with the load and capacity of \( x \) itself. These values can be calculated from histogram values of nonoverlapping groups representing these nodes. Note that for the computation to be done, the histogram value of a nonoverlapping group must be represented by a pair of the total load and the total capacity of all nodes in that group. For example, as in Fig. 5, the stored value of a group of nodes connected through node \( C \) at \( D \) should be \((11, 20)\) instead of the average load result \(0.55\). From now on, we always imply the average load as a pair of such information even though we only show the calculated average loads in the figures to simplify the presentation.

When a new node receives all the necessary information from its neighbor nodes, it can construct its histogram. The average load of a group connected by a node \( y \) is calculated from the received information from \( y \) and the next neighbor node \( x \) at the nearest higher level on the same side.

For example, assume that a new node \( G \) joins the network at a position between \( E \) and \( F \), and it has a membership vector with prefix “01,” as in Fig. 6. After joining, \( G \) has four different neighbor nodes: \( C, D, E, \) and \( F \). As described above, \( C \) needs to send to \( G \) the average load of all nodes on the opposite side of \( G \), which are \( A, B, \) and \( C \). In other words, \( C \) needs to send to \( G \) the summary of load and capacity of \( A, B, \) and \( C \), which is \((18, 30)\)—the first parameter is the total load, while the second parameter is...
the total capacity. Similarly, $D$, $E$, and $F$ respectively send to $G$ (24, 42), (30, 54), and (4, 8). Finally, from the received information, $G$ can calculate the average load of these four nonoverlapping groups connected by $C$, $D$, $E$, and $F$ to build its histogram.

4.1.3 Histogram Maintenance

When the load of a node changes by a factor $\theta$, the node has to send updated information to all of its neighbor nodes. Similar to the information a node has to send to a new node, the node sends to every neighbor node on its left side the summary of load and capacity of all nodes on its right side, including its load and capacity, and vice versa. When a node receives updated information request from its neighbor node, it recalculates the histogram value associated with $x$ by subtracting the received value with the summary value of all nodes following $x$ on the same side of that node. After that, if the new average load value of the nonoverlapping group connected by $x$ changes by a factor $\theta$ compared to the previous average load, which triggered histogram update before, the node continues to send updated information to every neighbor node in the opposite side, with $x$ satisfying two conditions: 1) the neighbor node is not connected directly to $x$, and 2) the nonoverlapping group connected by the node at that neighbor node includes node $x$. These two conditions can be checked easily at the node.

For example, let us continue the previous example in Fig. 6 and assume that $\theta$ is set to 1.5. Now, if the load of $E$ increases to 9, $E$ has to send an updated information message to all of its neighbor nodes. In particular, $E$ sends (33, 54) to $G$ and $F$, and (15, 24) to $D$ and $B$. When $G$, $F$, and $B$ receive the updated information message, they recalculates the average load of the region connected by $E$ and the process stops. However, when node $D$ receives the updated information message, since $C$ satisfies two conditions described above while the average load of the nonoverlapping group connected by $E$ at $D$ also changes 1.5 (this group contains only one node $E$), $D$ needs to send updated information to $C$. As a result, $D$ calculates and sends an updated information message (21, 36) to $C$. Finally, $C$ recalculates the average load of the nonoverlapping region connected by $D$ and the process stops. Note that in this example, we can also see the wave effect of the histogram update process in the system: a change of load at node $E$ is propagated to $G$, $F$, $D$, and $B$, then continues to $C$ from $D$.

4.2 BATON

BAlanced Tree Overlay Network (BATON) [15] is a structure based on a binary balanced tree in which each peer in the network maintains a node of the tree. A node has connections to other nodes by four different kinds of links: a parent link pointing to the parent node; child links pointing to child nodes; adjacent links pointing to adjacent nodes, which maintain adjacent ranges of values; and neighbor links pointing to selected neighbor nodes, which are nodes at the same level, having distances equal to a power of two from the node. In BATON, data stored at nodes is ordered increasingly from the left to the right of the tree. An example of BATON is shown in Fig. 7.

In BATON, when a node $x$ processes a query, if the searched key does not fall into the range of values managed by $x$, $x$ forwards the query to the farthest neighbor node in the routing table, which is nearer to the searched key. If there is no such neighbor node, $x$ forwards the query to either a child (if it exists) or an adjacent node of $x$ in the search direction. In particular, if $x$ is a leaf node without a full routing table on the search direction, $x$ always forwards the query to its parent node for processing.

4.2.1 Histogram Structure

A difficulty arises in defining nonoverlapping groups for a histogram in BATON. The search region, which is bounded by a query when it is sent from a node to its child, always includes the adjacent node of that node on the same search direction (the adjacent node is either a descendant node of the child node or the child node itself). As a result, there is no way to define nonoverlapping groups connected by both child link and adjacent link of a node at the same side. Furthermore, if a node has full routing tables, its parent link is never used in query processing, and hence, there should be no group connected by the parent link. It means that we cannot strictly follow the rule of the general framework, which requires every link to be associated with a nonoverlapping group to form a bucket in the histogram structure. Instead, we suggest that a node only uses a subset of links to build its histogram given that the union of all nonoverlapping groups connected by links in this subset still covers the whole system. In particular, we only create nonoverlapping groups connected by child links and neighbor links, as in Fig. 8, with two exceptions. First, if a node does not have a child, the nonoverlapping group,
which contains nodes falling between the node and the first neighbor node on the direction of the missing child, is connected by the adjacent node on that direction.

For example, node J in Fig. 8 has a histogram with nonoverlapping groups connected by nodes B, E, H, I, K, L, and N (B and E are adjacent nodes of J). The values are respectively 0.53, 0.56, 0.75, 0.66, 0.61, and 0.65. Second, if a node does not have full routing table, it always asks its parent to find a lightly or heavily loaded node as in the search algorithm, and hence, it does not need to keep exact histogram values for this node.

4.2.2 Histogram Construction and Maintenance

The way histogram is constructed and maintained in BATON is similar to that of Skip Graph. When a new node joins the system, all of its neighbor nodes have to calculate and send the summary of load and capacity of themselves and all nodes following their position on the same side of the new node from their histogram values. However, in BATON, the histogram values are not recalculated right away if the new node does not have full routing tables. These values are kept until the node has full routing tables. At that time, histogram values are recalculated. The histogram values of nonoverlapping groups, which contain nodes falling between the node and the first neighbor node, are calculated with additional information from histogram values of the parent node. When the load of a node is changed, it sends updated information, which is calculated in the same way as in the process of histogram construction, to all of its neighbor nodes. The following update propagation is also similar to that of Skip Graph.

4.3 CHORD

Chord [9] is built on a structure in which nodes are ordered to form a ring—an identifier circle modulo 2^n according to their identifier. A data item with identifier d is assigned to the first node x whose identifier is equal to or follows d in the identifier space (x is called successor of d). For routing purposes, each node n in the network maintains an m-entry key routing table called finger table in which the i th entry contains the identifier of the first node s that succeeds n by at least 2^{i-1} on the identifier circle. In other words, s is the successor of \( (n + 2^{i-1}) \). Besides the finger table, each node also maintains a link to its predecessor node, which is the immediate node before the node in the Chord ring. Fig. 9 shows the structure of an eight-node Chord ring with three online nodes.

Since a data item in Chord is stored at its successor node, the target of the search algorithm is to find such a node. As a result, when a node n issues or receives a query request q, if n is not the successor node x of the query value v, it has to send q to x. However, if n does not know x, it has to send q to the immediate predecessor y of v first since the successor of the immediate predecessor of v is exactly the successor v, which is x. After that, y can continue to forward q to x. Nevertheless, if n does not know y either, it has to look into its finger table to find a node closest to and before v in the identifier space and forwards q to that node. By repeating this process, q is forwarded to y and then to x for processing.

It is important to note that since the original version of Chord uses consistent hashing that distributes data uniformly, it cannot support range queries. To avoid this problem, many variants of Chord such as [40] have been proposed. These extended versions support range queries by using order-preserving hash functions. This way, however, invalidates some properties of Chord and cannot guarantee uniform data distribution.

4.3.1 Histogram Structure

In the search algorithm described above, whenever a node sends a query to a neighbor node in its finger table, the search region is limited to that node and the following node of that node in the finger table since that node is a predecessor of the searched key while the following node is a successor of the searched key. In case the node receiving the query is the last node in the finger table, the search region is limited to that node and the immediate predecessor of the current node. Therefore, the non-overlapping groups in a histogram are formed in the same way and are described in Fig. 10.

4.3.2 Histogram Construction

Among the three systems, Chord is the most difficult system to construct and maintain a global histogram. Unlike Skip Graph and Baton where neighbor nodes of a new node always share the end horizon that is either the minimum or maximum value, Chord has no end because of the circle structure. As a result, we cannot construct a histogram for a new node using the same technique of Skip Graph and Baton. Alternatively, realizing that in the search algorithm, at each step, the sender node can calculate the average load of the region between it and the receiver from its histogram,
we propose that the average load of a nonoverlapping group connected by a neighbor of a new node can be calculated by aggregating the load values during the search process. In other words, the average load of the nonoverlapping group connected by the first node in the finger table is calculated on the way a query is sent from the first node to the second node. Similarly, the average load of the second nonoverlapping group is calculated on the way a query is sent from the second node to the third node and so on. Finally, the average load of the last nonoverlapping group is calculated from the load information of the whole system, which can be calculated from a histogram of any existing node, and loads of other nonoverlapping groups, which are calculated before. Note that, in this way, the algorithm for constructing the finger table of a new node has to be modified if we do not want to separate the process of constructing the finger table and the process of constructing histogram. Basically, a neighbor node at position \( i \) in the finger table is always looked up from a neighbor node at position \( i \) instead of from the predecessor node, as in the original method. Nevertheless, this modification does not affect the cost of constructing the finger table.

### 4.3.3 Histogram Maintenance

Histogram updating in Chord is also different from other systems. When the load of a node changes by a factor of \( \theta \), the node does not send an updated information message to its neighbor nodes since neighbor nodes are not nodes having links to it. Instead, the node sends the update message to \( \log N \) nodes, which are nodes preceding its \( 2^i \) positions in the Chord ring (if there is a position without an available node, the nearest node preceding that position is sent the message). If a node \( x \) receives an update request targeting at it, \( x \) checks its routing table to see if the sender is in or not. If the sender node is a neighbor of \( x \), \( x \) recalculates its histogram and continues to send an update message to other nodes if necessary. An issue with this process is that it is expensive since a node needs approximately \( \log N \) messages for every update operation. To deal with it, we have two solutions. The first solution is to use a variant of Chord, which supports bidirectional links such as that in [41], and hence, update messages can be sent directly to neighbor nodes and are processed as in Skip Graph and BATON. The second solution is to change the histogram update process as follows: When the load of a node changes by a factor of \( \theta \), the node sends updated information to only its predecessor node. When a node receives an update message from its immediate successor node, it recalculates its histogram and continues to update its predecessor node if there is any signification change in nonoverlapping groups. Even though the second solution cannot tighten the ratio between the real average load of a group and the stored value in a histogram within \( \theta \) with high probability, this ratio is still in the range. It is because a load change of a node \( x \) often has a significant impact to only a few preceding nodes of \( x \). For far away nodes, nonoverlapping groups containing \( x \) usually are big groups, and hence, a load change of a node does not always have significant impact. Nevertheless, if many nodes in the same group change their load, the updating process should also be propagated long enough for updating histograms of these far away nodes.

### 5 Experimental Study

To evaluate the performance of our proposal, we built a simulator for our framework on which we implemented the three structured P2P systems: Skip Graph [21], BATON [15], and Chord [9]. For Chord, we implemented the second solution for histogram update since we want to employ our system on the original Chord structure. As noted in Section 4.3, Chord has two main versions, and since the extended version has been widely used for supporting range queries, we shall evaluate the performance of such extension as well. We call the extended version, Chord*, to distinguish it from Chord.

The simulator is used to test the storage load distribution on large-scale networks from 1,000 to 10,000 nodes over PlanetLab [42], a testbed for large-scale distributed systems. For each network size \( N \), we insert a data set of 100 \( \cdot \) \( N \) data items each of which has the same size. In this way, the work load of a node is simply the number of data item stored at that node. We tested the system in three different network types:

1. **Type-I** is a homogeneous system with skewed data distribution,
2. **Type-II** is a heterogeneous system with uniform data distribution, and
3. **Type-III** is a heterogeneous system with skewed data distribution.

Note that since the original version of Chord uses consistent hashing, which distributes data uniformly, this version can only be used to test with Type-II network.

To generate heterogeneous nodes, we used a real data set from that in [16], which measures the amount of shared data at nodes in the Gnutella system (we assume that the storage capability of nodes is proportional to the amount of data they share or store in the data set). To generate skewed data distribution, we used the Zipfian method with parameter 1.0. The default values of the network size and \( \theta \) are 10,000 and 2.0.

#### 5.1 Load Balancing

We first study the effect of our load-balancing method on the three different network types. We use the following simple load balancing method for comparison: a node contacts all nodes in its routing table to find a lightly or heavily loaded node to balance its load. The results of the load distribution of nodes of both methods are shown in Figs. 11a, 11b, and 11c. In these figures, the \( x \)-axis displays the percentage of nodes, while the \( y \)-axis displays the percentage of load stored by the corresponding percentage of nodes. The ideal line represents the capacity distribution of nodes in the systems. Note that in Fig. 11a, nodes are ordered decreasingly by their load, while in Figs. 11b and 11c, nodes are ordered decreasingly by their capacity. The results confirm that in all network types, the HiGLOB-enabled system outperforms its simple counterpart, i.e., our methods have a much better load balance than the simple method. A better result is also reflected in the maximum
load imbalance ratio of nodes in the systems, as displayed in Fig. 12a, 12b, and 12c. In the HiGLOB-enabled methods, this maximum load imbalance ratio value varies from 6 to 8, while in the simple method, the value varies from 25 to 36. We further look into the details of the change of this value along the time line of the experiment of Type-II network in Fig. 13. The result shows that this maximum load imbalance ratio value of the simple method increases significantly along the time line, while this value in our systems only increases slightly in the first half of the experiment and does not change much in the second half of the experiment. The increase of this value along the time line is caused simply by having more loads in the system (in the experiments data, items are inserted to the system gradually). However, note that this value does not increase in our systems after sometime, while it still increases in the simple method. Furthermore, as expected, the maximum load imbalance ratio value of in our systems is always controlled within a boundary—less than \((2 \cdot \theta)^2 = (2 \cdot 2)^2 = 16\).

5.2 Cost of Load Balancing

We next study the overhead of realizing global load balance. We compare our HiGLOB-enabled method with three other methods as follows:

1. In the first method, a node selects a lightly or heavily loaded node when needed by randomly asking \(\log N\) nodes (they are not nodes in the routing table as in the simple load-balancing scheme). By randomly picking nodes in the system, the method improves the chance of finding a globally underloaded or overloaded node, and hence, load balancing is better than that of the simple load balancing scheme. However, the cost is more expensive since each look-up node requires \(\log N\) efforts.
2. In the second method, we use a separate Skip Graph for keeping load distribution of nodes, as in [20].
3. In the third method, we also use histograms for keeping load distribution of nodes. However, in this method, nodes construct and maintain histograms by sampling neighbor nodes and exchanging these sample loads results with randomly selected far-away nodes, as in [30].

We configure parameters so that the expected maximum load imbalance ratio is approximately equal in all the three systems, and hence, the load distribution is also approximately equal with high probability. In particular, the maximum load imbalance ratio of these three systems in this experiment is displayed in Fig. 14, while the cost of load balancing of these three systems (in terms of the average number of extra messages required at each node in the whole experiment) is displayed in Fig. 15. The results show that our HiGLOB enabled systems have a much lower
overhead in comparison to the other two methods: approximately 30 extra messages at each node. We note that in the random choices and histogram-variant methods, there are some points in the experiment timeline when the maximum load imbalance ratio still goes beyond 20. These values we put in the graphs are just values measured at the end of experiments after the system becomes stable.

5.3 Effect of Varying $\theta$ Value

In this experiment, we investigate the effect of varying $\theta$ value on the cost of load balancing as well as the maximum load imbalance ratio of nodes in the system while keeping the network size unchanged. Since the effect is similar in different network types, we only show the results of Type-II network in Fig. 16. The figure displays the average number of extra messages required at each node for load balancing. The result shows that when $\theta$ is increased, the load balancing cost is reduced. It is because it takes longer time for a histogram update request to be triggered. On the other hand, when $\theta$ is increased, the difference between the real load of a region and the load of that region stored in a histogram is higher. As a result, the maximum load imbalance ratio of nodes in the system is increased too (see Fig. 16b).

It is not surprising that Chord and Chord' produce similar results since their structures are identical. However, compared to BATON and Skip Graph, the results are different. This is because these systems have different histogram structures and different strategies for constructing and maintaining histograms, as presented in previous sections. In particular, in terms of the load balancing cost, Chord versions have the lowest cost compared to BATON and Skip Graph. This is because among three structures, Chord has the smallest average histogram size due to the smallest routing table size. The maximum number of different neighbor nodes in a routing table in Chord is just $\log N$ while that in BATON and Skip Graph can be up to $2 \cdot \log N$. On the other hand, since the size of histogram in BATON and Skip Graph are approximately equal, the load balancing cost of BATON and Skip Graph are indistinguishable. In terms of the maximum load imbalance ratio, the result of Chord versions is the worst, while those of BATON and Skip Graph are better. However, this result is not mainly caused by the smaller histogram size in Chord. Instead, the main reason comes from the delay of the update strategy in Chord since the histogram update of a node is only forwarded to the predecessor node step by step.
step. Therefore, it takes longer time to update histogram values of a nonoverlapping group from a far away node. Nevertheless, the difference is not much. The results of maximum load imbalance ratio of BATON and Skip Graph are again indistinguishable since these two systems apply the similar strategy in constructing and maintaining histograms.

5.4 Effect of Varying Network Size

Finally, we study the effect of varying network size on the load-balancing cost while keeping $\theta$ unchanged. Fig. 17 shows the load balancing cost of Type-II network in terms of the average number of extra messages required at each node, as in previous graphs. The result shows that the cost increases logarithmically with the network size. This follows from the fact that histogram update requests are propagated via neighbor nodes, whose total number depends on the network size ($\log N$).

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a framework, HiGLOB, to enable global load balance for structured P2P systems. Each node in HiGLOB maintains the load information of nodes in the systems using histograms. This enables the system to have a global view of the load distribution and hence facilitates global load balancing. We partition the system into nonoverlapping groups of nodes and maintain the average load of them in the histogram at a node. We also proposed two techniques to reduce the overhead of maintaining and constructing histograms. Even though the proposal is a general framework, it is possible to deploy different kinds of P2P systems on it. We demonstrated this by building three well-known structured P2P systems: Skip Graph, BATON, and Chord on our proposal. Our performance evaluation shows that our HiGLOB enabled systems are superior over other methods.
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